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Providing Control of the Polarization Inside the Resonator Fiber Ring Laser

A. Gnatenko, Postgraduate, Yu. Machekhin, Doctor of Science, K. Vasko, Stud., Department of Physical Foundations of Electronic Engineering, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Kharkov National University of Radioelectricity

PROVIDING CONTROL OF THE POLARIZATION INSIDE THE RESONATOR FIBER RING LASER

This paper presents the implementation of the mode-locked fiber laser ring by nonlinear rotation polarization (NRP). This method is implemented using liquid crystal (LC) cells, which control the polarization of laser light by applying them an alternating signal. It was also conducted experiments of interaction of laser radiation (wavelength 1550 nm) from the LC cell. It was built and research diagrams the stability of the polarization in the fiber ring laser.

Key words: fiber laser, liquid crystal cells, femtosecond pulses, control voltage, wave plates, mode locking.

Introduction. At present there is a lot of fiber lasers that operate in the mode-locking. These lasers are used in metrology, spectroscopy, THz generation, micro processing, microscopy and other. Mode locking can be passive and active. The advantage of passive mode locking consists in availability of optical components. Fiber ring laser with passive mode locking can reach the shortest pulse durations – tens femtoseconds. Usually, passive mode locking of fiber lasers is achieved by nonlinear polarization rotation. Therefore, the main task for the creation of such lasers is to improve and implement a new approach to the establishment of mode locking.

Mode locking of laser. Generation of dissipative solitons and comprehensive study of the physics of the process of their formation, preceded the advent of lasers, preceded the appearance of lasers that operate in the mode-locked and generate ultrashort pulses. In a simple laser longitudinal modes propagate independently of one another in the cavity. It looks like a set of independent lasers that operate at different frequencies. The individual phases of the light waves in each mode are not fixed and may change randomly, is the result of factors such as thermal vibrations of the laser design, mechanical vibration and others. The lasers are supported by only a few oscillating modes, the interference between the modes can cause the effect of beating on their outputs. This leads to random fluctuations of intensity. The lasers, which propagates thousands of modes, these interference effects are generally averaged out to a constant intensity. This mode of operation is called a continuous wave. The electric field of pulsed radiation in which the laser modes are not synchronized, can be written as:

\[ E(t) = \sum_{m} A_m \cos(\omega_m t + \Delta \omega t + \phi_m) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \omega_m \) - phase of the laser mode, \( \Delta \omega = 2\pi c / 2 - \) the distance between modes (for ring resonator), \( \Delta \omega = \pi c / 2 - \) the distance between modes (for linear resonator). If \( \phi_1 = \phi_2 = 0 \) and \( A_1 = A_2 = A_0 = E_0 \), the formula that describes the electric field in the mode-locking is written as follows:

\[ E(t) = EA_0 \cos(c \omega_0 t) \cos(2 \pi \Delta \omega t) \]
If each mode will oscillate with a fixed ratio between its phase and the phases of the other modes, the output of the cavity formed by a short pulse of high intensity. Modes laser will periodically interfere with each other, creating a burst of intensity, fig. 1. This type of laser will be called laser mode-locked.

\[ E(t) = \frac{E_0 \sin(N\Delta\omega t)}{2} \cos\frac{\Delta\omega t}{2} \cos(\alpha_{ct}) \]  

(2)

Pulse period \( T \) will be equal to the period bypass: for a ring resonator \( T = \frac{L}{n}/c \), for linear resonator \( T = 2L/n/c \), where \( L \) - cavity length, \( n \) - refractive index of the optical medium, \( c \) - speed of light. This time corresponds to the frequency interval between any two adjacent modes \( \Delta\nu = 1/T \). The duration of each light pulses is determined by the amount of modes that oscillate with identical phase (but in reality do not always laser modes are synchronized in phase). If \( N \) of modes is synchronized with a frequency interval \( \Delta\nu \), the total width of synchronized modes corresponds \( \Delta\nu N \) and this value is the greater, the shorter the duration of the laser pulse. In practice, the actual pulse width is determined by the shape of each pulse, which in turn is determined by the exact ratio of the amplitude and phase of each longitudinal mode. Limiting the duration of the pulse \( \tau \) is related to the spectral width \( \nu \) of the generated radiation (3):

\[ \nu \tau \geq k \],  

where \( k \) - correction coefficient associated with the pulse shape, for example a Gaussian pulse, \( k = 0.441 \), and for the pulse-shaped square hyperbolic secant \( k = 0.315 \).

This section has been described mode locking lasers.

**Erbium fiber ring femtosecond laser.** Figure 2 depicts diagram of a typical erbium-doped fiber femtosecond laser that operates in the mode-locked by the method of nonlinear polarization rotation.

Nonlinear rotation of the polarization is carried out by rotating the set of wave plates in space. There are several schemes of erbium-doped fiber femtosecond laser using a different set of plates. Scheme shown in fig. 2 has a big disadvantage - it is the instability of work. Any movement of the fiber, temperature change or switch button pump can lead to loss of mode locking and loss of generation. As a result, in practice, quarter- and half-wave plates inside the cavity need to be adjusted from time to time, either manually or automatically (e.g., using motorized holders). This is a significant drawback of NPR mode locking, since it requires continuous maintenance (manual plates adjustment) or increases overall laser cost (automatic plates adjustment). Passive mode locking using saturable absorber also require proper adjustment of the polarization inside the cavity to obtain mode-locking [2, 4]. Although, some configurations based on polarization maintaining (PM) fibres were demonstrated [3], high cost of PM optical elements is their significant drawback. However, the output characteristics of these lasers is worse than that of lasers with nonlinear polarization rotation. Therefore, we suggest using the method of nonlinear polarization rotation mode locking without the wave plates. Instead, we propose to apply the liquid crystal cells that are controlled by an electric signal.

**Application of liquid crystal cells in the scheme with nonlinear rotation polarization.** Scheme with the liquid crystal cell shown in figure 3.

In contrast to the wave plates LC cell are immune to many types of interference. Therefore, using a liquid crystal cells does not require constant adjustment of synchronization modes as is the case with wave plates. Liquid crystal cells operate in the wavelength range 1530–
1560 nm and a manipulated variable signal with a frequency of 1 kHz. The amplitude of the signal is adjusted in the range from 0 to 10 V. When we provide the electric field on the LC cell, it is deformed. That is, it changed at the angle of inclination of the internal elements. Figure 4 shows the variation in the intensity of the transmitted light through the LC cell. That is an effect of polarization rotation. Study transmittance LC cells was performed using the stand shown in Figure 5. By means of this experiment, we verified the proper operation of the cell, i.e. they can rotate the polarization. In our scheme, we use the four LC cells to fine tune the mode locking.

![Figure 4: The light transmittance of the LC cell depending on the applied AC voltage](image)

![Figure 5: The stand for investigation of the influence of the LC cell to laser radiation](image)

**Diagrams stability.** However, studies conducted in the previous section insufficiently. In this section, we present stability diagrams [1] of polarization for the schema of the laser with nonlinear polarization rotation. Figures 6–9 show the area of stability depending on the angles of rotation of polarization at each of the controllers, where α₁, α₂, α₃, α₄ – the angles of rotation of the polarization in the first, second, third and fourth polarization controllers. But also in these graphs, you can see the local maximums, this is the best area of stability. They are achieved in a very small range of angles of rotation of the polarization. It is easy to notice that when applying the wave plates, setting mode locking the laser will be carried out with great difficulty and great expense of time.

Therefore, we propose to replace a number of wave plates in the LC cells by which to manage the polarization by an applied electric field to them. The voltage can be changed to several decimal places, provides the best stability polarization for mode locking.

![Figure 6: Diagram stability when α₁ = α₄ = 0 deg](image)

![Figure 7: Diagram stability when α₁ = 30 deg, α₄ = 0 deg](image)

![Figure 8: Diagram stability when α₁ = 0 deg, α₄ = 45 deg](image)

![Figure 9: Diagram stability when α₁ = 45 deg, α₄ = 45 deg](image)

**Conclusions.** In this paper we were investigated the LC cell to control the polarization of the laser emission. These results serve to create an annular femtosecond fiber laser with passive mode locking, which is adjusted by applying an electrical signal of the LC cell. It is assumed that such a laser is easy to set up and stable work, regardless of external influences, such as micro-vibration, temperature drift diode pumping or simply pressing the power of the laser. Also, we calculated and analyzed the stability diagram of the polarization. Due to effect of the nonlinear rotation polarization can be achieved to mode lock in a ring fiber laser with a pulse duration of femtosecond order.
Another important point is that the use of LC cells are cheaper than the use of high-precision motorized rotating systems. It is also a great advantage our design before others, that are used in various fields of science and technology, in particular optical information technology, that operate in the telecommunications C-band.

V. Gorbachenko, stud., I. Chereda, stud., O. O. Bogomoletz Institute of Physiology, NAS of Ukraine

MEASUREMENTS OF THE TIME PARAMETERS OF CONDITIONED FOOD REFLEX IN RATS UNDER MEMANTINE TREATMENT WITH USING OF AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM

Temporal features of motor phenomena of rats in the performance of food operant conditioned reflex obtaining food from feeders to response on a short beep were studied. Using device and software developed by us to register individual components of sensorimotor motor reaction the latent period, motor response time obtaining food, the amount needed for this and other attempts timing were analyzed. These indicators characterize the speed of information processing in the central nervous system and the overall level of excitability and motivation of animals. Temporal characteristics of individual units of sensorimotor responses are informative indicators of the functional state of the central nervous system, able to ensure the effectiveness of its monitoring and correction. The aim of our studies was to determine the effect of the drug memantine on these parameters, which is used in the treatment of Alzheimer's disease. We found that memantine increased the performance of old rats and slowed down their motor responses.

Key words: cognitive abilities, food reflex, rat, photoelectric registration, memantine.

Introduction. Alzheimer's disease (AD) is caused by progressive loss of cognitive abilities and is characterized by the formation of senile plaques of beta-amyloid and neurofibrillary glomeruli in neurons of the brain. AD is a neurological disease that is the most common cause of dementia, it is more than 65% of dementia in the elderly. Alzheimer's disease affects about 4% of people aged 65 to 74 years and more than 30% – over the age of 85 years. Therefore, it is important to study the mechanisms of AD and to develop new effective drugs to treat the disease. With this aim in biomedical research simulation diseases in animals is used, particularly in the study of neurodegenerative diseases to study of changes in the functioning of the central nervous system (CNS) on laboratory animals [1].

The most widely used marker of functional state of the CNS is to assess the characteristics of sensory-motor response (SMR). In most cases, establishment of dynamics or other differences in SMR accomplished through analysis of changes in reaction time (RT). To explain most of the neurophysiologic processes that lead to RT, often the term "latent period" (LP) is used – the time between the start of the stimulus and the occurrence of motor response. Value of LP is due to the implementation of physical-chemical process in the receptor, the passage of nerve impulses along pathways, analytical and synthetic activity in brain structures and operation of muscles. The dependence of speed and accuracy of performance of SMR on stability of attention, anxiety, age, pathological factors was found. In this regard, these are widely used as an objective and